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Editorial
At last…...it seems that the weather has
changed for the better. Is it just me, or did we seem to
by-pass Spring altogether and go straight into
Summer?
As can be seen in this edition, the organised events are in full swing with
lots of ‘stick time’ being enjoyed by everyone. There does seem to be an upsurge
in the number of entrants to events throughout the different disciplines. Perhaps
this is the time to consider entering one of these events, or even just attend one
and see what is involved. I’m sure that you will be made to feel very welcome by
the people who organise these events.
The last two editions have included the MACI flying site guidelines and
the MACI code of safe practice. With this information to hand, now may be a
good time to consider attaining the ‘A’ or ‘B’ certificate of achievement. Does
your club run any schemes to help with achieving these goals? If not, why not
introduce one. All of the information to assist in setting up one is available on the
MACI web-site www.maci.ie.
Once again I am struggling for articles and, in particular, decent photo’s
for inclusion in the magazine. I’m sure there must have been a good number of
winter projects completed, and interesting stories that would be of benefit by
being shared.
Please let me have your contributions for the next edition by the 1st of
August.
Safe Flying.

Chris Clarke
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Tipperary Championships 2010.

Competitors at the 2010 Tipperary Championships at the “Carron Model Flying Club”.

As I write volcanic ash has grounded or disrupted most of the European
flights, hopefully as you read it’s over, however it was not to ground this comp
and for a change all 4 rounds were to go through as planned. The weekend of the
8th and 9th May hosted the first of the pattern competitions for the 2010 season
and sadly turn out was not as high as in previous years, the feeling for this seems
to be two fold first the recession and second that some competitors are put off by
the new schedule, it is the first time that the P-11 was flown and while it is early
day’s it does seem more difficult than previous ones due mainly to the fact that
the first manoeuvre is probably the killer with an integrated half roll in the bottom
half of a loop, what was the fuss about I hear some say.
After registration and a pilots briefing flying got under way with the luck
of having to do a demo flight for the judges I had the misfortune? of throwing a
prop on an uphill climb, same prop has been spinning for 2 years ( must be all
that YS power as Gordon said ) worth checking if you are one of the few.
Tier one took to the skies with Dave Foley as the sitting judge and the rest
being made up from pilots from tier two. The standard of flying was very high
and given that weather conditions presented a strong blow in from the north east
leading to a reversal of flight direction this was worth watching, Angus was to
take the round with John putting serious pressure on the top ranks with his bipe
only 7 ½ points behind on raw score.
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Tier two followed with Paul to be the obvious winner of this before he
even took off. The need for a tranny pound is now gone with almost every one on
2.4gig the sole survivors being in this tier. No masters or novice came to fly sadly
missed from the sport.
One o clock came around fast and a very relaxed BBQ with plenty of
salads and the likes were provided by Gordon’s mum Sylvia many thanks again.
Flying resumed and the only change was that Shane got back into second
place in tier one and tier two was unchanged.
Day Two.
Weather conditions were much improved for the second day with plenty of
sunshine and a drop in wind speed. Tier two was almost a repeat performance of
Saturdays first round with Angus again taking the round and John again just a
head of Shane.
Tier two had a round just before an early lunch and no changes here. Steak
and salad etc filled the gap before a back to back round of each tier was flown
with John and Shane to have identical scores in the final round. After Ashling was
finished with the scores the positions were as tabulated below. Once again I
would like to thank all those who took part in flying, catering, helping out on the
day and to Dave Foley for judging, also to Ashling for her assistance with the
score keeping.

Tier one and two winners with Dave’s Shadow
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Results
Tier 1
Position
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Name
Angus Balfour
Shane Robinson
John Martin
Niall O’Sullivan
Ray Keane
Brian Carolan
Gordon James

Position
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Name
Paul Houlihan
Les Cowpar
Noel Barrett
Dave King
Jim Howard

Score
3000
2928.04
2916.60
2786.70
2780.65
2596.13
2500.92
Tier 2
Score
3000
2749.02
2585.73
2359.60
1935.54

Leslie Cowpar
IRL 2200
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SCALE ASSOCIATION AGM
Weston Airport
Saturday the 24th May 2010.
It was a pleasure to attend the AGM of scale enthusiasts under the title
of the Scale Association at the Weston Airport, not only to meet like minded
souls, but to sample the first rush of spring, warm air, fresh green growth and all
in the certain knowledge that days of good flying lie ahead – weather permitting.
After a lively discussion in the spacious conference room overlooking
the airstrip, the meeting turned to the appointment of officers, and after their due
appointment, the afternoon was spent touring the hangars, and a good selection of
aircraft and types were on view. A trip to Weston is well worth the visit for this
alone, but be aware prior permission is required to tour the hangars, and our Steve
Quigley organised this for us, and to him our thanks for an enjoyable afternoon.
It’s worth noting for anyone out there, new to or contemplating a scale
aircraft project, the unrivalled wealth of knowledge available from the Scale
Association, whether in the published Scale News or just good old plain speaking
to members who will give you plain and straightforward answers, from the size of
a rivet to the history of a given aircraft.
A member of the Scale Association has an extra dimension over
and above those not members, and this not only relates to the excellent Scale
News, but a whole facet of subjects which make scale the undoubted jewel in the
crown of model flying. Support your Scale Association to support you, and
applications to Eamonn Keenan, Newbridge, Co Kildare, or just ask a member of
the Laois, Newbridge or Roundwood Club to put you in contact.
And just in case you can’t get to Weston this side of the flying season,
then enjoy the sample of some photographs taken on the day of the AGM, which
will give a feel for what it is all about.

Paul Fetherstonhaugh
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In a time long gone!
Men have wondered for many years who first flew model flying machines
on the bogs of Hibernia? Recently, philogists discovered a medieval document
hidden in the Book of Kells written in old Irish. What follows is a scholarly
translation by Sean O’Glaisnan from a fragment from the Scelshenchus Laigen
“In a time long gone by, there lived on the land of Ui Faelain the mighty
Lord Grey de Wilton who was troubled by the Abbot of St. MacAnogue in the
lands of Laigin Tuathgabair. This Saintly man worked always to make his abbey
the most beautiful, the most decorated in Hibernia. To do this he employed fine
craftsmen in wood who were able to carve and fashion wondrous shapes and
devices.
Now, the mighty Lord knew of the Abbott’s ambitions and was not
pleased, after all, who dared to be greater than he? The Lord on his part collected
the most skilled and greatest of the hunting hawks that flew in the land. He flew
them with great skill and when he joined with the other great Lords to hunt, it was
his hawks who always triumphed.
But the Abbott who was of the order of the Eco-munistic Brothers was not
pleased at this destruction of wildlife and at the mass horrid calumnies of the great
Lord and His hawks so he carved them in wood and fixed them around the
cloisters. Now to feel this way about the local Lord’s hawks, the Abbot was to
discover, was not a best idea, for the Lord whilst sitting in the Abbey gazing around
at mass, (especially during the homily), had seen the forms of his wondrous hawks
carved in wood hung around the Abbey, and this had caused him great offence.
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The scene was set for a contest, a challenge between the secular and the
spiritual in the lands of Faelain .
On the day of the challenge at the field of Glencap, to the South of the
mountain Gilspur, the fine and best people, the serfs, the freeholders clerks,
vassals, betaghs and others of the vill and the whole lordship gathered. The
challenge was between the Lord’s hawks and the Abbott’s wooden carvings, (it
was to have been what later generations would call a static display).
But, the great Lord did not know the Abbots secret. For the Abbott had a
humble but loyal retainer, one Donncadh Brennan near the fulachta fiadh in the
Barony of Newcastle A man of skill in things fashioned in wood. This man had
consorted with the abbey’s wood carver to cause the wooden carving of the
Abbeys hawks to fly. Donncadh had spent long hours on the mountains of Bre
watching the gulls and had by cunning design caused the wings of the carved
Hawks of the Abbey to work in a wondrous way.
So as the Lords birds rose gracefully in the sky, suddenly, the Abbots
birds also flew upward with great noise and fell on the Lord’s birds. An onlooker
was heard to call out “forsooth tis combat flying”!
Sometimes, the wings of the Abbott machines would break and a
horrible plunge to earth would follow, the local tenant vassal was much
displeased at the pits made in his land, as was his sheep! Sometimes, the strange
power that drove the Abbott’s machines would fail, and the Lord’s hawks would
kill.
When dusk fell on the bog lands, the field was covered with feathers and
pieces of carved wood, no one could tell who won.
But the Abbott and his craftsmen who fashioned his wondrous flying
machines passed into legion as those who had first devised machines that could
fly, and so to this day men are to be found on the uplands of Laigin Tuathgabair
in the lands of Ui Faelain with strangely fashioned creations that fly and
sometimes plunge down to the sheep and make holes in the land. Thus the field
was forever known as the Rig Ferta.”

John Giles.
Shankill RFC
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Fox Glider Conversion - Part 2
I now have the piggyback system finished and I here are some pictures and
information on how it works.
When going about designing
the piggyback or release system I
tried to go for the most simple yet
reliable design I could think of.
I found many ideas on the
Internet many of which involved the
use of elastic bands around the
wings of the glider, which were then
released by a single servo. I also
found a design that only used Velcro
too which one piece was glued to the
wing of the carrier plane and the other
piece glued to the bottom of the glider.
To separate the glider from the plane
the plane would enter into a step dive
and the increased air speed over the
glider wings would separate the Velcro
and the glider from the plane.

After a lot of thought I went
with my own design. I decided to use
two servos to release two push rods,
worked by a bell-crank system. The
two push rods would enter either side
of the gliders body about 10mm,
holding the glider down in flight.
Building wise I used 2mm light ply to form the base of the piggyback
system which was bend and shaped to the curvature of the carrier planes wing, in
this case and seagull jumper 25 trainer. I used 4mm balsa sheeting to form the
walls of the piggyback system which were again cut and shaped to the wings
curvature and to the gliders wings curvature also.
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I used the same balsa to form
cross bracing and the restraint system
for the glider. Before installing the
servos I fuel proofed it and gave it a
lick of paint for added protection. The
wings elastics would together hold the
wing and piggyback system to the
plane.
You can see in the photos the
two pushrods that hold the glider
down in flight.

Flying Time
On entering our site the weather
for the first flight was not ideal but
flyable. After all the pre-flight checks
the jumper 25 was carried out to the
runway with the converted multiplex
fox attached on top of the wing.

On powering up the jumper
25, it just had enough power to get
off in time with the extra drag of the
glider and piggyback system
slowing the climb rate right down.
After about 5 or 6 circuits
and gaining height my father
pointed the trainer into the wind and
released the glider.....and did she
fly. With the strong wind that day I
still got around 3minutes of glide
time before the fox came in for a
soft landing. Very Happy.
This was an interesting, challenging but very rewarding project to
complete. Why not give it a go!!

Michael Blake
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Great Day, Great Location.
Scale Competition – Boora, Midland MFC.
Sunday 30th May 2010.
Just a few words to thank Declan, Alan, Ger and lads of the Midland MFC
at Boora, Kilcormac, County Offaly for a truly memorable day in their
organisation of the Scale competition held last Sunday the 30th May 2010.
The
warm
welcome, tea, coffee,
biscuits, cakes and a fine
dinner of home cooked
beef, potatoes, mixed
vegetables and gravy,
followed by more tea, an
easy
going
manner,
humour and comfort were
truly appreciated. To this
add a perfectly manicured
runway set in a tranquil
and spacious pastoral
scene, were with the
warm and sunny day the
ingredients of what was a Fergus O'Reilly of Laois MAC with a big Extra/Edge type
machine .
special and thoroughly
enjoyable day.
It is worth noting,
that while the number of
scale pilots who competed
were about or slightly
below the norm, the
inevitable compulsion to
keep the show on the road
at all times as would be the
case with a larger number
of competing pilots was
reduced, which made the
Boora
experience
a
relaxed,
soothing
and
pleasant one.
Andreas of the Boora Club readies his jet turbine.
Very impressive in flight.
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It was rewarding to have our trained Judges Alan and Ger take the reins of
authority, and without any assistance spend their entire day judging for all scale
classes, which they did with dedication and unmitigated enthusiasm. The way to
go, and thanks to you both.

Declan, Alan and Ger of the Boora Club, with Steve Elster of Laois MAC grabbing more
food at Boora

I have no doubt but that Boora will be an up and coming location for
future scale events, and it is without question that all scale pilots should make it
their business to check the Midland MFC or MACI web-page for events there,
carefully diary the date, get down there and check it out. You won’t be
disappointed. Thanks again to the Midland MFC.

Paul Fetherstonhaugh.
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THE FEENEY FILES

YUMMY YAMMY!
GERARD FEENEY RECALLS AN OLD FAVOURITE MODEL
The MFA ‘Yamamoto’ is a model that holds a special place in my heart. In
the heatwave summer of 1976 it was the first R/C trainer that I ever managed to
fly solo successfully, and it was the design which subsequently allowed me to
perfect the tricky art of guiding a model aircraft ‘remotely’ from a distance.
A basic boxy design, featuring
a sheet balsa fuselage and tail
surfaces and veneered foam-core
wings, the good old ‘Yammy’ was
available in both ‘non-aileron’ and
‘aileron’ format, enabling the
beginner to progress from the initial
faltering flight steps to more frisky
aerobatic endeavours. In the early
days, I had a few of ’em in both
forms and still recall how tricky it
was to set up the rather sticky-inmovement metal-cable-in-a-plastictube aileron servo linkage. Still, the Kevin Wilson’s reworking of the utilitarian
excitement of what followed in the air MFA Yamamoto hopes to inspire the ARTF
made up for the tedium of getting the R/C generation to try building a traditional
model from a plan.
flaming ailerons to waggle smoothly
and in the right direction!
Originally harking back to the
early 1970s, the design was updated
in the 1980s to become the ‘New
Yamamoto’. This shapely new
rendition of the tried and trusted
classic looked more like a ‘Cessna
150’ to my eyes, and its scalish resculpted airframe came into being by
way of a moulded GRP fuselage and
fin, coupled to a reshaped sheet balsa
The ‘remastered’ Yammy plan now enables horizontal stabiliser and the original
new copies of this aged but trustworthy de- veneered foam-core wings.
sign to be produced by Gerard in the future.
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In this new image, the wings were only available in ‘aileron’ set-up and
still featured that irksome linkage arrangement! The original model’s ability to fly
on a .25-size engine was also overridden to a .40-size power-plant due to the
‘aileron trainer’ nature and increased AUW of the new beast.
Though
alluring
to
observe,
when
t a s t e f u l l y
constructed and
finished, I wasn’t
keen on this model
ever since a friend
spun one that I had
put together in
1982,
and
it
wouldn’t recover.
T he
r esulti n g
impact punched a
sizeable hole in
the Ballybeg clay
and showed how
revoltingly tricky
it’d be to repair the Unfortunately, it’s doubtful that Christy Regan’s rendition will
shattered
GRP
ever get finished. But, one can always hope for the best!
fuselage,
as
opposed to the original, simple, all-timber bodywork. It never got fixed! I binned
it and went back to the balsa version, which was still available at the time.
I tuned out of what happened to the Yammy lineage after the mid-1980s.
I’d learned to fly R/C models, had moved on to other exotica and erotica, and so
to this day I am unsure of when exactly the R/C trainer named after a Japanese
WW2 Naval Marshal General and Commander-in-Chief actually disappeared
from the model shop shelves. I guess that, like many traditional kits, it eventually
faded from the collective aeromodelling consciousness as the ‘plague’ of ARTF
models hit the mass-market.
As I’d not heard about the Yammy for yonks, I thought that was that.
Then, in 2009, Kevin Wilson from Co. Tipperary got in touch…
…In an attempt to show recent R/C-ers in his neck of the woods what
‘real modelling’ is all about, Kevin had sought out the venerable Yammy in kit
form.
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No longer available from MFA (they only sell model boats these days),
he wondered did I still have any material relating to this now-seemingly-extinct
aeroplane?
Although
I’d
built quite a few
of my own in
the late 1970s
and
early
1980s, I had
nothing at all
connected
to
that ‘formative
experience’
remaining
in
my possession.
However,
a
couple
of
friends had also
built and flown
the Yammy, as
r ecentl y
as
Niall Kiernan’s souped-up version featured the aileron wings of an
1995 – one of
‘Eze-Fli’ aerobatic pattern ship to add some punch to the flight
whom
was
repertoire.
Michael Rushe.
There was a good chance that he still had the plan, along with the now well-worn
model. So, Michael was my first port of call – and there was positive feedback to
be had from him.
Michael did indeed still possess the now tattered and glue-stained plan –
in fact, he thought that I had originally lent it to him! He gave it (back?) to me
and I promptly posted the drawing to Kevin. Within a short time-span, Kevin had
not only produced his own flight-ready Yammy but had also scanned the plan,
now incorporating some hand-written annotations. I was fortunate to receive a
copy of the resurrected plan, and at this stage it is added to my pile of airframe
drawings in the ‘Must Build One Day’ category. Many thanks for the revamped
plan, Kevin!
I’d successfully taught a few R/C newcomers to fly with the Yammy in
the 1980s and 1990s, and it was encouraging to hear that Kevin’s 21st Century
recreation of this now elderly and unassuming-looking entry-level flying-machine
can still take on the ARTF clones and win. More power to your building and
flying prowess, Kevin!
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This recent experience reminds me of a few other Yammy fans from
yesteryear…
…Christy Regan built his from the plan that Michael Rushe had, also
around 1995. Unfortunately, that specimen remains in a sorry-looking partiallyfinished state, and the certainty of its eventual completion hangs in the balance.

In flight, the Yammy (aileron version seen here) was a plain-looking but
reliable performer.

Niall Kiernan’s late 1990s deviant derivative featured the aileron wings
from a low-wing aerobatic hot-ship. It flew well, if memory serves, showing just
how adaptable the original concept was.
James Lennon Snr. had more Yammy models in the 1980s than I have
had Valium-flavoured gobstoppers – and that’s saying something!
Hopefully Kevin Wilson’s contemporary attempt at recreating this
dowdy but effective design classic will tempt the R/C newcomers of Co.
Tipperary to follow his lead and see what a traditionally-built R/C trainer and
sports model can do. Just think of all that satisfaction from seeing something that
you have built and finished yourself perform so nicely in the sky. It sure beats the
tiresome ‘off-the-shelf’ route to R/C aerial gratification – for those that care to
give it a go.

Gerard Feeney
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Munster Championships 2010
On the 29.5.10, the Cork Model Club had one of their annual flying
competitions, and it turned out to be a great, enjoyable day had by all members.
The weather was slightly windy, yet flyable, we had some great action in
the air with Shane Robinson coming first in Tier 1, John Martin came second, and
took the 3rd round, and had very close flying with Shane with Niall Sullivan
coming third, some fantastic flying with these three.
In Tier Two, Stu Holland came first, winning 3 rounds and claiming he's
first victory. Dave King came second, along with Winning round 3, with Noel
Barrett coming third, all the above flyers are improving on their flying, and doing
very well as the results prove.
As CD, I want to thank all those who participated, and to the Cork Model
Club for preparation of the field, and cooking, scoring, etc, it was much
appreciated, and well done to all members.

Results
F3A Tier One

F3A Tier Two

Jim Howard.
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VINYL STICKERS
FOR ALL YOUR VINYL STICKER NEEDS, DIE CUT COMPLETE
WITH APPLICATION TAPE, VARIOUS COLOURS.
NO CUTTING REQUIRED.
GET THAT PROFESSIONAL OR SCALE LOOK FOR ALL YOUR
LETTERING OR SHAPES. FULLY FUEL PROOF

John Smith

(mistral)

John Smith

(allegro)

John Smith (brush455)

IRL-6732 (yearbook) IRL-6732 (arial black)
IRL-6732 (zarana) IRL-6732 (stensil)
Over 600 Fonts available.
Spraying masks also cut using ‘ULTRA MASK’ low
tack tinted film which stretches for irregular shaped
surfaces.
EXTREME VALUE:
VALUE

e.g. 2 REG NUMBERS + 2 NAMES = €10incP.P.

Or 4 REG NUMBERS = € 10 inc P.+P.
CONTACT : Dessie Owens IRL-4503
PHONE : 087 2220824
E-MAIL : VINYL@AIMTECHLTD.NET
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SCALE FLY IN.
Clondouglas, Portlaoise.
Saturday 25th April 2010.
A good start to a season of scale flying, in the earnest hope that this will be
the first of many, with kind weather, which improved as the day progressed,
enticing scale flyers to brave the spring skies.
Several scale pilots from
clubs of counties on the eastern
side of this green isle of ours
were in attendance, and who
were all very welcome. It was
good to see old friends of Laois
MAC, Dave O’Flaherty and
Joe O’Sullivan, to mention but
a few, as well as new flyers,
both young and old – sorry,
middle aged, who enjoyed the
day exhibiting their aircraft and
putting them through their
paces in the fresh and plentiful
Laois air.

Steve and Walter confer.

Our regular pilots, Brian, Martin and Kieran boasted their much admired
P47’s, which took off together almost, in great style, and then flown in formation,
leaving us groundhogs wondering when they might collide with each other in
splinters of balsa, but not to be as they were flown with precision.
Of interest to all who
attended this scale day, was a
static mounted, seven cylinder
radial engine, Seildel, 7x10cc,
swinging a 24x10 propeller,
which Walter had on display,
and calibrated to purring
perfection on tick over with
masses of thrust on high speed
to such a velocity that the
holding post was at risk of take
off.
Fergus hails the winner.
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I gather Walter is working on a suitable scale aircraft capable of receiving
this superb power plant, and certainly it will be one to watch out for.

Joe proclaims the wind is right

As they say or is it some old song, a picture paints a thousand words, and
so it is with this article, and rather than rambling on as to what I have rambled on
about before in different rambling accounts of scale events, I ask you instead to
look at the photographs published with this contribution, which I hope capture the
good attendance and selection of scale aircraft on view. Enjoy, and see you at
another scale event coming your way soon, and see the MACI web-page,
Flightlines, Scale Association News and LAOIS MAC web-page for upcoming
dates.

Paul Fetherstonhaugh
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JUDGES COURSE FOR SCALE
Saturday 10th April 2010
It is glad tidings to report and welcome the attendance of new candidates
who qualified as scale judges following this day event, Alan Humphries and Ger
Curran of the Midland Club (Offaly), Michael Brophy and Kim Leahy of the
Vertigo Club (Waterford).
While it is well known the Midland Club have previously participated in
scale events and competition, it is most encouraging they now have two home
grown judges of worthy calibre, putting Offaly firmly on the scale map with
Waterford, Kildare, Wicklow, Laois and Wexford, a good nucleus in the eastern
part of the country, which let’s hope will extend into other counties throughout
every province.

Deep in thought.
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Steve Quigley and Eamonn Keenan gave a truly memorable exposition of
the art in scale competition, which they do in every year, and the Scale
Association and MACI are indebted to both of them for their skill, expertise and
vastness of knowledge in all matters scale. Just out for the assistance of scale
judges is the newly published handbook, which is straightforward and to the
point, a valuable reference guide, and thanks to the scale technical committee for
putting this together, and primarily the duo of Eamonn and Steve.
I don’t propose to detail what was covered at the Judges course, which
was touched on in previous articles, but rather wish to focus on why you the
reader as a hobbyist might consider scale in competition form.
Firstly, I have no great shine for the word competition or it’s associate
words, which for me conjure up thoughts of homework and other forms of
hardship, and or championships which is another way of articulating the concept
of a competition to become the one and only scale champ. Instead of turning you
on, the opposite for many is a big turn off. Undoubtedly there are hobbyists out
there who are of the competition mould, and have but one motive, they fly to win
and do.
In truth, the scale competitions shouldn’t be perceived as a gladiator duel,
and the great unspoken majority participate for a day out, get your flying slot,
complete the manoeuvres as best you can, give about or blame the weather for
your pear shaped loop, pray for light winds, harry the judges, check your score,
denounce the reliability of your useless glow engine, watch the other folks make a
mess of it, and most importantly enjoy the fun of the day, and if you place well or
ok or not at all, give yourself a pat on the back and say – “ I’ll be back”.
Many thanks to the Laois Club for their help on the day, and a special
thanks to our participating demo flyers, Brian Foran, Kieran McEvoy and Steve
Elster. See you at the next scale event.

Paul Fetherstonhaugh
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Shannon MFC Glide-In
Tountinna - June 12th 2010
What a day!!! From early morning the
clans gathered, the young and the not-soyoung, the sick, the lame and the dying. The
call had gone out, "there's glider flying on
Tountinna, will ye be there??? And we
answered loudly, " we will be there!" And
they came, from Cork and Dublin, and the
Midlands and Kildare. the boys of Wexford
came and the local lads from Limerick and
Clare were there.
All day we flew. Early on, slope lift
from the north gave people a chance to get
some long flights in and check out the flying
area. The positive lift encouraged more and
more models into the air. Models climbing
and diving, looping and rolling. What a
sight! Every sort of glider was out there, 4m Left to Right, Declan Buckley, Dara
gp models, 2.5m floaters, .5m chuckies,
Collins, Michael Collins
1.5m all-singing, all-dancing glass-andcarbon machines. A feast for the eyes!
As
the
day
progressed, slope lift faded
and was replaced by
thermal lift. It's not often
we get thermal lift on the
hills so this was a welcome
challenge to search out, find
and stay in the thermals.
Definitely not as easy as
slope flying. It
was
fascinating to watch the
models rise like home-sick
angels only to drop out of
Some of the Participants at the Glide-In...... From
left Kieran, Les, Dec, GB, Joe, Dave, Martin, Ralph the lift and struggle back to
the hill to start all over
Richard, Chris van, Fergal, Peter
again. a good test for
everyone's patience and nerves.
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Towards
evening,
the
wind
returned.
It
had
changed to a NorthWest direction, so we
obediently
changed
with it. Now, we were
working a different
slope and the large
scale 4m+ models came
out to play. The sight
of
these
models
wheeling and screaming
in flight is incredible
and will remain in the
memory for a long time
to come.
While all this
flying was going on,
pilgrimages were taking
place between the ridge
face and the car park as
people came and went
in
search
of
sustenance. Tea, coffee
and sandwiches kept us
going through-out the
day.

Deep in Technical Discussions......!

Finally, after everyone had had they're fix, we reluctantly decided to call it
a day. Models were de-rigged, cars re-packed and promises to do it all again soon
were given. By about 7pm, all was peaceful on the hill again.
But not for long because we will be back!!!!
Highlights of the day.... fantastic weather, fantastic turn-out of flyers, huge
assortment of models, great banter among the flyers, Dave's bunzzzzz, especially,
Dave's bunzzzz.

Gerard Buckley
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MASTERS SCHEDULE 2010/2011
Stall Turn ¼ rolls.

4

½ Reverse Cuban Eight.

2

Slow Roll.

5

½ Square Loop (exit inverted).

2

45° Down 2 of 4 Point Roll.

4

Pull, Push, Pull, Humpty Bump, ½ Roll Down.

2

1 Loop.

4

½ Square Loop on Corner (exit inverted).

3

Reverse Cuban Eight (from top) with ½ rolls (exit inverted).

4

½ Square Loop.

2

4 Point Roll.

5

Stall Turn.

2

Immelmann/Split S Combo.

4

Figure 9 with ½ roll on up-line.

3

3 Sec. Knife Edge.

5

½ Inside Loop (exit inverted).

2

1½ Turn Spin.

3

Total

56
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2010 MACI Competition Dates
For the most up-to-date information visit -------www.maci.ie

Helicopter
September 11 & 12 Helicopter & Fixed Wing 3D Eire Cup

Waterford MFC
John O’ Rourke
087 7617911

Gliding
September 11/12 ISR Glide-in

Mt Leinster

Joe Doyle, 086 6032598
josephdoyle@mac.com

Scale
Please Note
All Scale Championships, except the Scale Nationals, will be held on a
Saturday. In the event of a large number of competitors or bad weather on the
Saturday, then the Sunday will be utilised. Please check with the contact below,
or the MACI web-site on the Friday that the competition is going ahead.

July 3 & 4

East Coast Scale Championships Roundwood MFC Tony Greene
087 2379056

July 11

Laois Scale Fly In

Portlaoise Paul Fetherstonhaugh 087 1331736
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July 24 &25 Laois Scale championships

Portlaoise

Paul Fetherstonhaugh
087 1331736
Declan Henegan 087 2625868

August 8

Scale Fly In Midland MFC

August 29

Scale Fly In Model County MFC

September 5 Scale Fly In Roundwood MFC
September 18 & 19

September 26
October 3

Scale Nationals

Des Owens

087 2220824

Tony Greene

087 2379056

Portlaoise

Scale Fly In Curragh
Tipperary MFC Scale Fly In

Paul Fetherstonhaugh
087 1331736

Declan Gallagher 087 6310597
Littleton

Maurice Walsh
086 8552631

F3A Aerobatic
July 3/4

Triple Crown Ireland Model County FC
Wexford

Brian Carolan
087 6509848

July 17/18

South Leinster Champs Model County FC
Wexford

Brian Carolan
087 6509848

July 31/August 1 Aerobatics Nationals
(August 2nd standby day)

Carron

Gordon James
086 8269840

Aug 27 - Sep 4 F3A European Aerobatics Champs Kapfenberg, Styria, Austria.
Contact Heidi Triebl-Waldhaus +43-1-505102877f3a-ec@aeroclub.at
Sept 4/5

F3A Aerobatics

IMAAA Stand By Date

Brian Carolan
087 6509848

--------------------------------------------------

For Sale
Super Custom SC 60 Engine
Very little used €60
D O’Flaherty 021 4891718 or 087 7714874
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Gerard taught several R/C newcomers to fly using the unassuming MFA model
in times gone by. This is the oh-so-familiar (to modellers of a certain vintage!)
non-aileron Yammy.

Dave O’Flaherty’s Piper Cherokee in preparation for it’s inaugural flight.

Some of the participants at the Shannon MFC Glide-In......from left Kieran, Les, Dec, Gb, Joe, Dave, Martin, Ralph,
Richard, Chris Van, Fergal and Peter

